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ABSTRACT
We present the first family of magnetically polarized equilibrium tori around a Kerr black hole. The models were obtained in the test
fluid approximation by assuming that the tori is a linear media, making it is possible to characterize the magnetic polarization of the
fluid through the magnetic susceptibility χm. The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) structure of the models was solved by following the
Komissarov approach, but with the aim of including the magnetic polarization of the fluid, the integrability condition for the magnetic
counterpart was modified. We build two kinds of magnetized tori depending on whether the magnetic susceptibility is constant in
space or not. In the models with constant χm, we find that the paramagnetic tori (χm > 0) are more dense and less magnetized than
the diamagnetic ones (χm < 0) in the region between the inner edge, rin, and the center of the disk, rc; however, we find the opposite
behavior for r > rc. Now, in the models with non-constant χm, the tori become more magnetized than the Komissarov solution in the
region where ∂χm/∂r < 0, and less magnetized when ∂χm/∂r > 0. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that in all solutions presented
in this paper the magnetic pressure is greater than the hydrodynamic pressure. These new equilibrium tori can be useful for studying
the accretion of a magnetic media onto a rotating black hole.
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1. Introduction
The accretion of a fluid onto a rotating black hole is believed to
be the most powerful X-ray source in the universe, causing it to
be an active research topic in astrophysics (Frank et al. 2002).
Now, due to the strong gravitational field of the central object, it
is necessary to consider a general relativistic approach to prop-
erly describe the dynamics of the fluid in the vicinity of the black
hole. Additionally, one of the basic features in many theoretical
models and numerical simulations of accretion disks is the pres-
ence of a strong magnetic field. This field has turned out to be
very important because it interacts with the differential rotation
of the disk and generates turbulence via the magneto-rotational
instability (Balbus & Hawley 1991). This turbulence provides
the necessary viscous stress to transfer angular momentum, dis-
sipate energy, and therefore generate the accretion process (Bal-
bus & Hawley 1998). Moreover, it is commonly assumed that
strong poloidal magnetic fields are necessary to collimate and
accelerate relativistic jets (Blandford & Znajek 1977). However,
the origin and strength of those fields in the accretion disks are
still a subject of study. Recent research has shown that a magnet-
ically supported disk may be obtained from a thermally unstable
hot disk (Fragile & Meier 2009). Another possibility is that the
magnetic field increases gradually while it is dragged from the
outer region to the inner region, near the black hole (McKinney
et al. 2012).
It is well known that all substances contain spinning elec-
trons that orbit around the nucleus, meaning we can model the
microscopic structure of matter as an assembly of small dipoles,
characterized macroscopically by the magnetization vector (Lor-
rain & Corson 1970). This vector enters in the Maxwell equa-
tions as a source of magnetic field, and could be important
to understand the problems concerning the origin of the mag-
netic fields in astrophysical scenarios. Magnetization has already
been considered for studying the equilibrium structure of neu-
tron stars. For instance, in Blandford & Hernquist (1982) the
authors compute the magnetic susceptibility of the star crust and
find that magnetization does not considerably change the surface
properties, but may be connected to observable effects. Indeed,
Suh & Mathews (2010) consider the possibility that the soft
gamma-ray repeaters and the anomalous X-ray pulsars might be
observational evidence for a diamagnetic phase transition that
results in a domain formation. Furthermore, as mentioned by
Wang et al. (2016), neutron stars are also important for testing
the Haas–van Alphen effect in which the magnetic susceptibility
oscillates when the applied magnetic field is increased (De Haas
& Van Alphen 1930).
In the theory of galactic systems, Navarro-Noguera et al.
(2018) presented a static and axially symmetric self-gravitating
thin disk in which the magnetic field is generated by a magne-
tization vector that is normal to the disk plane, presents a max-
imum at the disk center, and goes to zero at infinity. In accre-
tion disk theory the magnetic polarization of the fluid has not yet
been considered. Nevertheless, the first advances in this direction
were made by Pimentel et al. (2018), where we presented the
theoretical and numerical background to describe the evolution
of a magnetically polarized fluid in a gravitational field. Among
some results of this work, we can mention that the propagation
speed of the fastest waves in the one-dimensional (1D) Riemann
problems is greater in diamagnetic materials than in paramag-
netic ones, and that the magnetic field and the relativistic char-
acter of the flows may increase considerably with the magnetic
susceptibility.
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Analytical models of accretion disks are of great interest in
numerical simulations because they are used as initial data to
study the nonlinear evolution of the fluid (Font 2008; Abramow-
icz & Fragile 2013). Among the analytical models, the Polish
doughnuts (Abramowicz et al. 1978) are the most used in nu-
merical simulations due to their simplicity and the low computa-
tional expense they require (Abramowicz & Fragile 2013). These
equilibrium models consist of a non-self-gravitating barotropic
tori orbiting around a Kerr black hole. Later, Komissarov (2006)
followed the method of Abramowicz to compute a magnetized
tori with a purely toroidal magnetic field. These models have re-
cently been used by Fragile & Sa¸dowski (2017) to show that a
strong toroidal magnetic field cannot be maintained during the
disk evolution. Moreover, Bugli et al. (2018) used the Komis-
sarov models to simulate the interplay of the Papaloizou-Pringle
instability and the magneto rotational instability. Additionally, it
is worth mentioning that Gimeno-Soler & Font (2017), follow-
ing the Komissarov procedure, found new magnetized equilib-
rium tori with a nonconstant angular momentum distribution in
the disk.
The analytic solutions for magnetized tori presented in the
literature do not take into account the contribution of the mag-
netic dipoles in the torus. We therefore generalize in this work
the KomisSarov models by including the magnetic polariza-
tion of the matter. For this purpose, we consider the energy-
momentum tensor for a magnetically polarized fluid that is given
in Maugin (1978); Huang et al. (2010); Chatterjee et al. (2015),
and follow the Komissarov approach (Komissarov 2006) to solve
the hydrodynamic structure of the tori. These new models may
be useful as initial data to study the evolution of a magnetic me-
dia in the gravitational field of a Kerr black hole. The organi-
zation of this paper is the following: in Sect. 2 we present the
Euler equations that describe the equilibrium structure of a mag-
netically polarized tori endowed with a toroidal magnetic field
around a rotating black hole. To write these equations we con-
centrate on the special case in which the magnetization vector is
parallel to the magnetic field, so that we can relate both vectors
through the magnetic susceptibility, χm. In Sect. 3 we present the
conditions to write the Euler equations as an exact differential;
then, as in Komissarov (2006), we assume a barotropic tori in
which the angular velocity is a function of the specific angular
momentum only. However, the condition related to the magnetic
counterpart is modified in order to include the magnetic polar-
ization of the fluid. In Sect. 4 we present two kinds of magne-
tized tori: when the magnetic susceptibility is constant in space
(Sect. 4.1), and when it changes with coordinates (Sect. 4.2). Fi-
nally, the main results are presented in Sect. 5. In this paper we
use the signature (−,+,+,+) and geometrized units, for which
G = c = 1.
2. Magnetohydrodynamic equations with magnetic
polarization
The dynamics of an ideal fluid with magnetic polarization in a
magnetic field is described by the conservation laws
∇µT µν = 0, (1)
∇µ(ρuµ) = 0, (2)
and by the relevant Maxwell equations,
∇µ(uµbν − bµuν) = 0, (3)
where ρ is the rest mass density and bµ is the magnetic field, both
measured in a reference frame that moves with the same four-
velocity as the fluid, uµ. The magnetic polarization can then be
characterized macroscopically through the magnetization vector
mµ, which is defined as the magnetic dipole moment per unit
volume. From now on, we concentrate on the physically impor-
tant case in which mµ and bµ are related by means of the lin-
ear constitutive equation, mµ = χbµ, where χ = χm/(1 + χm),
and χm is the magnetic susceptibility. When χm < 0 the fluid
is diamagnetic and when χm > 0 the fluid is paramagnetic. In
the first case the polarization results from induced orbital dipole
moments in a magnetic field (Griffiths 2005), and in the second
case the polarization is generated by magnetic torques in sub-
stances whose atoms have a nonzero spin dipole moment. The
total energy-momentum tensor, Tαβ, for a magnetically polar-
ized fluid was computed in Maugin (1978) and more recently in
Chatterjee et al. (2015) by following a different approach. The
resulting tensor takes the form
T µν =
[
w + b2(1 − χ)
]
uµuν +
[
p +
1
2
b2(1 − 2χ)
]
gµν
−(1 − χ)bµbν, (4)
in the linear media approximation. Here, w is the enthalpy den-
sity, p is the thermodynamic pressure, b2 = bµbµ, and gµν is the
metric tensor.
Following previous works (Komissarov 2006; Wielgus et al.
2015; Gimeno-Soler & Font 2017), we now assume the test fluid
approximation, and the gravitational field as given by the Kerr
metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, φ, r, θ). We also con-
sider that the fluid is axisymmetric and stationary, so the phys-
ical variables do not depend either on the azimuthal angle φ or
on the time t. Finally, we restrict the movement of the fluid in
such a way that ur = uθ = 0, and we restrict the magnetic field
topology to a purely toroidal one, so br = bθ = 0. With these as-
sumptions, the baryon number conservation (2) and the relevant
Maxwell equations (3) are identically satisfied, and the equilib-
rium structure of the tori is obtained from the Euler equations
hγν∇µT µν = 0, where hγν = δγν + uγuν is the projection tensor.
This contraction leads to the following expression.[
w + (1 − χ)b2
]
uµu
µ
,i +
[
p +
1
2
(1 − 2χ)b2
]
,i
− (1 − χ)bµbµ,i +
1
2
(1 − χ)b2,i = 0, (5)
where i = r, θ.
Nevertheless, it is useful to write this last equation in terms
of the angular velocity
Ω =
uφ
ut
= − gφt + lgtt
gφφ + lgtφ
, (6)
and the specific angular momentum
l = −uφ
ut
= −gφt + Ωgφφ
gtt + Ωgtφ
, (7)
in such a way that the Euler equations take the form
(ln |ut |),i − Ω1 − lΩ l,i +
p,i
w
− (χpm),i
w
+
[(1 − χ)Lpm],i
Lw = 0, (8)
where pm = b2/2 and L = g2tφ−gttgφφ. It is important to mention
that when χ = 0, Eq. (8) reduces to Eq. (14) in Komissarov
(2006), where the tori do not have magnetic polarization.
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3. Integrability conditions
In order to write the first three terms in Eq. (8) as an exact dif-
ferential, we follow the procedure used by Komissarov (2006)
where it is supposed that the fluid obeys a barotropic equation
of state w = w(p), and that the surfaces of the Ω and l constants
coincide in such a way that Ω = Ω(l) (Abramowicz et al. 1978).
With these two assumptions, Eq. (8) takes the form
d
(
ln |ut | +
∫ p
0
dp
w
−
∫ l
0
Ωdl
1 − lΩ
)
+ I = 0, (9)
where
I = −d(χpm)
w
+
d[(1 − χ)Lpm]
Lw
=
1 − 2χ
w
dpm + (1 − χ) pmLwdL −
2pm
w
dχ. (10)
We note that in this equation, we take χ to be an arbitrary func-
tion of the coordinates. Nevertheless, with the aim of writing I
as a exact differential, we assume that χ = χ(L). In this way,
dχ = (∂χ/∂L)dL, and the last equation reduces to
I = 1 − 2χ
w
dpm +
(
1 − χ − 2χ′L) pm
wLdL, (11)
where χ′ = ∂χ/∂L. Now, if we can find a function z = z(pm,L)
that satisfies the derivatives
∂z
∂pm
=
1 − 2χ
w
,
∂z
∂L =
(
1 − χ − 2χ′L) pm
wL , (12)
such that I = (∂z/∂pm)dpm + (∂z/∂L)dL, then Eq. (11) could
also be written as an exact differential I = dz.
By integrating Eq. (12) we obtain the general solution
z = (1−2χ)
∫ pm
pm0
dpm
w
+pm0
∫ L
L0
1 − χ − 2χ′L
wL dL
∣∣∣∣∣∣
pm0
+C0, (13)
if the condition
z − pm
∫ L
L0
1 − χ − 2χ′L
Lw dL = F (pm) (14)
is satisfied,C0 being a constant of integration, and F (pm) a func-
tion of the magnetic pressure only. Thus, the problem reduces to
find a relation between w, pm, and L that satisfies Eq. (14). For-
tunately, it is possible to transform this condition into a partial
differential equation for the enthalpy by differentiating it, first
with respect to pm, and then with respect to L,
(1 − 2χ)L ∂w
∂L − pm(1 − χ − 2χ
′L) ∂w
∂pm
+ (1 − χ)w = 0. (15)
We solve this equation with the method of the characteristics and
find that any function of the form
w = L−1/2e−φ f [(1 − 2χ)pmL1/2eφ], (16)
is a solution to the equation. In this last expression,
φ =
∫ L
L0
dL
2L(1 − 2χ) , (17)
and f is an arbitrary function of its argument, so we can obtain
different solutions depending on the particular choice of f .
In order to find magnetically polarized tori that reduce to the
Komissarov solution when χ = 0, we now assume f as the func-
tion
f = K˜m
[
(1 − 2χ)pmL1/2eφ
]1/η
, (18)
where K˜m and η are arbitrary constants. We can then obtain the
magnetic pressure from Eq. (16) in such a way that
pm =
Km
1 − 2χL
(η−1)/2e(η−1)φwη, (19)
with Km = K˜
−η
m . Additionally, we need to choose a particular
relation between χ and L to compute φ from (17) and com-
pletely determine pm. Subsequently, with the aim of analyzing
disks with different magnetic polarization states, we adopt the
form
χ = χ0 + χ1Lα, (20)
where χ0, χ1, and α are constants. Therefore, depending on the
choice of these constants we obtain a different magnetic sus-
ceptibility. When χ1 = 0, this susceptibility is constant, when
χ1 , 0 it becomes a function of the spatial coordinates, and when
χ1 = χ0 = 0 it is zero and then we reduce to the Komissarov so-
lution.
Once the function χ has been defined, the magnetic pressure
in Eq. (19) takes the simple form
pm = KmLλ˜wη f˜ , (21)
with,
λ˜ =
1 − χ0
1 − 2χ0 (η − 1), f˜ = (1 − 2χ)
1−η
2α(1−2χ0)−1. (22)
Finally, with the enthalpy computed from Eq. (21), we solve the
integrals in (13) to obtain
z = (1 − 2χ) η
η − 1
pm
w
, (23)
as a particular solution of Eq. (12) in which χ is given by Eq.
(20).
With the function z(pm,L) that allows us to write I = dz, the
Euler equations in (9) can be solved in the form
ln |ut |+
∫ p
0
dp
w
−
∫ l
0
Ωdl
1 − lΩ +(1−2χ)
η
η − 1
pm
w
= constant, (24)
where the integrals are computed, as in Komissarov (2006), by
assuming a torus with constant angular momentum l = l0, and a
polytropic equation of state for the gas pressure,
p = Kwκ, (25)
where K and κ are constants. Therefore, Eq. (24) becomes
ln |ut | + κ
κ − 1
p
w
+ (1 − 2χ) η
η − 1
pm
w
= constant. (26)
On the other hand, it is usual to introduce the relativistic effective
potential (Abramowicz et al. (1978)),
W = ln |ut | +
∫ l∞
l
Ωdl
1 − lΩ , (27)
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which reduces to W = ln |ut | in the case of a constant angular
momentum torus. With W, the Euler equations in the form (26)
can be expressed as
W −Win + κ
κ − 1
p
w
+ (1 − 2χ) η
η − 1
pm
w
= 0, (28)
with Win = ln |utin | being the potential defined at the inner edge
of the disk, where in turn pin = 0 and pmin = 0. It is worth men-
tioning that when the magnetic polarization of the fluid is zero
(χ = 0), Eqs. (21) and (28) in this paper reduce to Eqs. (29) and
(30) in Komissarov (2006). Therefore, the new magnetized tori
with magnetic polarization reduce to the Komissarov solution in
the case where χ = 0.
4. Results
The new analytic solutions obtained in the previous sections
have the following free parameters: the potential at the inner
edge of the disk Win, the angular momentum of the fluid l0, the
exponents of the pressures κ and η, the magnetic polarization
parameters χ0, χ1 and α, and finally, the enthalpy and the mag-
netization parameter at the disk center, wc and βc = pc/pmc ,
respectively. The disk center, rc, is defined as one of the points
where the gradient pressure vanishes, so the angular momentum
l0 equals the Keplerian angular momentum,
lk = ± r
2 ∓ 2ar1/2 + a2
r3/2 − 2r1/2 ± a , (29)
where a is the angular momentum of the black hole, and the
upper signs correspond to prograde motion. We highlight the fact
that in these formulae we have chosen M = 1, M being the mass
of the black hole. By doing lk = l0 we therefore compute rc.
The procedure to compute the physical variables consists in
finding the gas pressure and the magnetic pressure at the disk
center through the equations
pc = wc(Win −Wc)
(
κ
κ − 1 +
η
η − 1
1 − 2χc
βc
)−1
, (30)
pmc =
pc
βc
, (31)
from which we can compute the constants K and Km. Next, the
enthalpy as a coordinate function can be found from Eq. (28).
With the enthalpy, the magnetic pressure is determined by Eq.
(21), and the gas pressure by Eq. (25). The magnetic field com-
ponents can be obtained from the constraint uµbµ = 0, and the
specific angular momentum l = −uφ/ut, which lead to the fol-
lowing expressions.
bφ = ±
√
2pm
A , b
t = l0bφ, (32)
with A = gφφ + 2l0gtφ + l20gtt. Finally, the four-velocity is com-
puted from,
ut = − 1
ut(1 − l0Ω) , u
φ = Ωut, (33)
where (ut)2 = L/A.
Since we are interested in analyzing the contribution of the
magnetic polarization to the physical variables of the fluid, we
now compare our new disk solutions with the model A proposed
by Komissarov (2006), in which the disk has a constant angu-
lar momentum of l0 = 2.8 and an inner-edge effective potential
of Win = −0.030. These parameters, along with the black hole’s
spin parameter a = 0.9, correspond to a disk with finite outer ra-
dius, whose center is located at rc = 4.62. Finally, in the Komis-
sarov model κ = η = 4/3, βc = 0.1, and wc = 1. The three
remaining parameters χ0, χ1, and α determine the magnetic po-
larization state of the disk, and are analyzed in the following two
sections. The first of these sections is dedicated to magnetized
tori with constant magnetic susceptibility, while in the second
section we discuss the effect of a nonconstant χm on the equilib-
rium state of the disks.
4.1. Magnetized disks with constant magnetic susceptibility
In many cases, it is reasonable to consider that the spatial varia-
tions of the magnetic susceptibility are very small, so we can de-
termine the magnetic polarization of a material through a single
constant. In our models, a disk with such an approximation can
be obtained by taking χ1 = 0, which in turn implies that χ = χ0.
We construct two diamagnetic disks with magnetic susceptibili-
ties of χm = −0.2,−0.4, which correspond to χ0 ≈ −0.25,−0.67,
and two paramagnetic disks with χm = 0.2, 0.4, which imply that
χ0 ≈ 0.17, 0.29. These models will be compared with the Komis-
sarov solution, which corresponds to the case χ0 = 0 (χm = 0).
In Fig. 1 we present the spatial behavior of the rest mass den-
sity for different values of magnetic susceptibility. The top-left
panel is the radial profile of ρ in the equatorial plane θ = pi/2,
while the top-center and top-right panels show the angular be-
havior of the same physical variable at r = 3.0 (close to the inner
edge of the diks) and r = 10, respectively. In these three panels,
the black curve corresponds to the Komissarov solution. The bot-
tom row shows the spatial distribution of the rest mass density
in the meridional plane of the disk when the fluid is diamag-
netic with χm = −0.4 and paramagnetic with χm = 0.4. We also
plot the Komissarov disk (χm = 0.0) for comparison purposes.
From this figure, we note that the magnetic susceptibility consid-
erably changes the way in which the matter is distributed within
the disk. More specifically, the paramagnetic tori are more dense
than the tori without magnetic polarization in the region between
the inner edge, rin, and the center of the disk, rc. On the contrary,
the diamagnetic disks are less dense than the Komissarov tori
in this region. Nevertheless, in r > rc the rest mass density is
greater in the diamagnetic disks than in those with paramagnetic
properties. Additionally, we can see from the contour plots that
the paramagnetic tori are more compact than the Komissarov so-
lution, and even more compact than the diamagnetic ones.
On the other hand, in Fig. 2 we show the magnetization pa-
rameter β for different values of magnetic susceptibility. The left
panel describes the behavior of β on the equatorial plane, while
the center and right panels describe the magnetization parameter
at r = 3.0 and r = 10.0, respectively. Additionally, the dotted
vertical lines are the edges of the disk, whose positions can be
computed from W = Win. This figure shows that when the dia-
magnetic character of the disks increases (a more negative value
of χm), they become more magnetized in the region r < rc and
less magnetized in r > rc, as compared to the Komissarov so-
lution. The paramagnetic tori exhibit the opposite behavior: they
are less magnetized in r < rc and more magnetized in r > rc than
the torus without magnetic polarization.
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Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the rest mass density ρ for different values of magnetic susceptibility χm. The top-left panel is the radial dependence
of ρ on the equatorial plane defined by θ = pi/2. The top-center and top-right panels correspond to the angular dependence of ρ in the radial
positions r = 3.0 and r = 10.0, respectively. In the top row the black curves correspond to the Komissarov solution, obtained by taking χm = 0.
The bottom row shows the density distribution of ρ in the z-R plane, with R = r sin θ and z = r cos θ, for χm = −0.4, 0.0, 0.4.
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Fig. 2. Magnetization parameter β as a function of the spatial coordinates for different values of magnetic susceptibility χm. The left panel describes
the radial dependence of β on the equatorial plane (θ = pi/2). The middle and right panels show the angular dependence of β at the position r = 3.0
and r = 10.0, respectively. The vertical dotted lines represent the boundaries of the disk.
4.2. Magnetized disks with nonconstant magnetic
susceptibility
As we mentioned at the end of Sect. 2, spatial variations of χm
may affect the stationary state of the disk, so it is also interesting
to consider a fluid with a nonconstant magnetic susceptibility.
This kind of system has its motivation in some physical phenom-
ena; for instance, the temperature dependence of χm in paramag-
netic materials (Gabold et al. (2018)), the rapid decrease of the
magnetic susceptibility in a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase
transition (Arajs & Colvin (1964); Chevalier et al. (2002)), and
the interaction between the spin of a particle and the gravitational
field. This last effect is described by the Mathisson-Papapetrou-
Dixon equations (Papapetrou (1951); Dixon (1970)), and has
been studied in the kerr spacetime, for instance in Saijo et al.
(1998) and Semerák (1999).
With the aim of analyzing the stationary state of a fluid with
a nonconstant magnetic susceptibility, we construct two diamag-
netic disk models M1 and M2, and two paramagnetic ones M3
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Table 1. Parameters defining the magnetic susceptibility of the disk in
each model.
M1 M2 A M3 M4
χ0 -0.67 -1×10−5 0 1×10−4 0.287
χ1 1.6 -1.6 0 0.6 -0.6
α -1 -1 1 -1 -1
and M4. In Table 1 we present the parameters χ0, χ1, and α that
define the magnetic susceptibility (20) in each model. The ra-
dial and angular behavior of χm in the disk is showed in the left
column of Fig. 3. We note that in the four models that we pro-
pose, the magnetic susceptibility changes considerably quickly
with the radial coordinate, especially in the region between the
inner edge and the center of the disk, while χm remains approx-
imately constant in r & 10. In the diamagnetic models M1 and
M2, the rest mass density is reduced in the inner region of the
disk (r . 5) and it is higher in the outer region, in comparison
with the Komissarov solution, which is labeled with letter A in
Fig. 3. On the contrary, the mass density in the paramagnetic
models M3 and M4 presents the opposite behavior to the dia-
magnetic models, with those nearer to the black hole being more
dense. Nevertheless, by comparison to the profiles of ρ in Fig.
1, we note that a nonconstant magnetic susceptibility does not
affect the qualitative behavior of the rest mass density.
Now, from the right column of Fig. 3 it is clear that the gra-
dients of χm determine the magnetization state of the disk, es-
pecially in the region between the inner edge and the center of
the disk, where the spatial changes of χm are large. In this re-
gion, when ∂χm/∂r < 0, as in models M1 and M3, the disks be-
come more magnetized than in the Komissarov solution, while
in the models M2 and M4, for which ∂χm/∂r > 0, the disks
considerably reduce their magnetization. Therefore, the station-
ary state of our tori implies that when the magnetic susceptibil-
ity decreases with the radial coordinate, the disk becomes more
magnetized and vice versa.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we obtain for the first time a stationary and ax-
isymmetric family of solutions for magnetized tori with mag-
netic polarization around a Kerr black hole. The magnetized tori
was built by assuming a barotropic equation of state, a constant
angular momentum, and a purely toroidal magnetic field. These
features were previously considered by Komissarov (2006) to
construct tori with dynamically important magnetic fields. In ad-
dition, the polarization of the tori was introduced by assuming
the usual linear constitutive relation in which the magnetization
vector and the applied magnetic field are linearly related by the
magnetic susceptibility χm. We show that our models reduce to
the Komissarov solution when we set the magnetic susceptibil-
ity to zero, making it possible to determine the differences in the
physical variables of a tori without magnetic polarization and a
paramagnetic or diamagnetic tori.
With the aim of obtaining an analytical solution of the rela-
tivistic Euler equations, we assumed that χ = χ(L(r, θ)), and in
particular, that χ takes the form (20). In this way, the polarization
state of the tori is completely defined by choosing the constants
α, χ0, and χ1. In this paper we present two kinds of magnetized
tori, one with constant magnetic susceptibility and one where
this susceptibility varies. In the models of Sect. 4.1, where χm
is constant, we find that a paramagnetic torus (χm < 0) is more
compact than a diamagnetic one (χm < 0), because the matter is
more concentrated in the region between the inner edge and the
center of the disk. However, in r < rc the diamagnetic tori are
more magnetized than those obtained by Komissarov, and there-
fore, more magnetized than the paramagnetic ones. The opposite
behavior for the magnetization parameter is obtained in the re-
gion r > rc, where the paramagnetic tori are more magnetized
than the case with χm = 0.
Finally, in the models of Sect. 4.2, where the magnetic sus-
ceptibility is non-constant in the torus, we note that the rest
mass density does not change its qualitative behavior, as com-
pared with the models of constant χm. Therefore, the way in
which the matter is distributed in the tori depends on whether
the fluid is diamagnetic or paramagnetic, the paramagnetic tori
being more compact than the diamagnetic ones. Nevertheless,
we find that the magnetization state of the tori also depends on
the spatial changes of the magnetic susceptibility. In particular,
when ∂χm/∂r < 0 (models M1 and M3), the tori become more
magnetized in r < rc than the Komissarov solution, and when
∂χm/∂r > 0 (models M2 and M4), the tori lose considerable
amounts of their magnetization in the same region of the disk.
All these effects are more appreciable when the changes in the
magnetic susceptibility are large, as in the inner region of the tori
in our models. The next step in this direction is to add this solu-
tion as initial data, in the CAFE code (Lora-Clavijo et al. 2015),
in order to carry out numerical simulations and see the dynam-
ics of the accretion disk once it is being accreted onto the black
hole. It is worth mentioning that in the last version of CAFE
the magnetic polarized matter terms were implemented follow-
ing the characteristic approach presented in our recent work (Pi-
mentel et al. 2018).
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